Introduction
It is only 5 months ago since the IASL 2015 conference ‘The school Library Rocks: living it, learning it,
loving it’ has taken place in Maastricht, The Netherlands.
It was the first conference held in Europe since 2009 and it was a great success. The conference was
fully packed with 5 keynotes, research papers, professional papers, workshops, posters, school visits,
social events and professional meetings. The extended lunch time offered ample opportunities for
professionalization and building friendships through discussions, spontaneous meetings. The
Information Market, with the IASL booth, the booth for the 2016 edition of the IASL conference and the
silent auction as well as the attendance of sponsors and (international) exhibitors and relaxation area
completed the total package of this years’ conference.
The event brought 275 attendees to Maastricht, including 232 professional participants, 20 sponsors
and exhibitors, 12 crew members from 38 countries. The attendees shared the international school
library visions together with their local solutions and provided a great mix of theory, innovation and
best-practices.
The highlights of the event are pointed out in the evaluation results that we herewith present to you.
We are particularly proud of the overall positive feedback on the 2015 edition of the IASL conference.
We hope the presentation of the total evaluation results will help future IASL conference organizers to
streamline the content and logistics of the conference even better.
To our best of knowledge, this is the first time evaluation results of an IASL conference are shared
widely among the IASL members. We believe it is of the utmost importance to do so. First of all, we
can all learn from the results and try to do better next time. Secondly, it is vital for organizations to be
transparent about what they do and how they do it.
The IASL 2015 conference committee is accountable for this year’s conference and we are very
pleased that a respectable number of participants have taken the time to share their feedback and
recommendations. We believe that because of the 36% of respondents to the online evaluation form,
this evaluation offers a good representation of overall appreciation and criticism.
We hope that the evaluation outcome offers a good base to review the IASL Conference Handbook.
The IASL 2015 conference committee will be happy to share their experiences and thoughts with the
IASL leadership.
We like to highlight a few outcomes of the evaluation in this introduction*. The number of first-time
participants is 47% which is a very interesting figure. The overall appreciation of the IASL 2015
conference is very high: 33% much appreciated and 34% highly appreciated the conference in
Maastricht.
The outcome of this evaluation point in the direction that IASL conferences meet the need for
international gatherings. However, organizing an international conference and making this into a
worthwhile event for IASL as an organization on the one hand and attendees on the other is quite an
undertaking with considerable risks for IASL and the local organizers. Therefore, we would like to
share the following questions for consideration:
1. What should be the role of IASL in the organization of the annual conference; what can the
local organizers expect from the executive secretariat, executive committee and board of
IASL?
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2. How do these expectations meet the financial obligations of the local organizers towards
IASL?
3. Are annual international conferences the way to go or should biennial or triennial conferences
be considered?
4. Is there a role for regional IASL conferences and if so, what would the support from IASL look
like? In this respect, how should regional conferences relate to the international conference?
5. Should IASL consider collaboration with other (international) associations (IFLA, ECIS) to
organize international events?
We hope the questions above will be discussed in the Board of IASL as well as among the members
and potential attendees of conferences. IASL is a members organization and the members have an
important voice. This voice should not only be heard through the international conference and
evaluation. Therefore this is also a call to start discussions regarding (international) meetings, its
purpose and role, responsibility of the association, content, logistics, and desired outcome.
While we start discussions, we can at the same time, look forward to the next annual IASL 2016
conference in Tokyo, Japan. And, of course we wish our Japanese colleagues lots of success. We
hope they will enjoy organizing the 2016 edition as much as we did organizing ‘The School Library
Rocks: living it, learning, loving it’. See you all in Tokyo and keep on ‘rocking the school library’!
Kind regards,
On behalf of the 2015 IASL conference team,
Lourense Das, director.

* NB: As we do not have evaluation results from earlier IASL conferences, the figures below cannot be
compared with those results, which makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions.
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General questions:
Are you a member of IASL?

If you are not a member of IASL, how did you find out about this conference?

Is this your first IASL Annual Conference?
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If No, how many times have you participated in IASL conferences before?

Did you register for the full conference or for separate conference days?

Did you present at the conference?
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In general, how do you value IASL Annual Conferences on a scale from 1 - 5?

In general, how do you value the IASL 2015 Annual Conference on a scale from 1 - 5?
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Questions about organization and logistics
In general, how do you value the organization of IASL 2015 on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the venue of the IASL 2015 Conference on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the catering in the venue on a scale from 1 - 5?
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How do you value the facilities in the venue on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the equipment in the auditorium and break out rooms on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the technical support in the auditorium and breakout rooms on a scale from 1-5?
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How do you value the support at the registration and information desk on a scale from 1 - 5?

Comments on the organization and logistics
"Everyone friendly, helpful. The equipment worked, practically plug-in-and-play. Food was excellent and so good to have coffee waiting on arrival in the morning. IASL desks friendly & helpful too; no
panic, no rush."
“Well done!”
“Using the airco it was a bit cold in the auditorium and the breakout rooms”
“Great to see big sessions using the auditorium, instead of just for keynotes only!”
"I noted one bracket of presenters were not introduced or thanked appropriately which I felt was sad
given the amount of preparation put into their presentations and the distance they had travelled. Thank
you to the information desk reps who rallied around, when I brought it to their attention, to provide a
bell for one presenter who missed out.”
“Technical support in the auditorium was fantastic!!!!"
“Superb! Congratulations and thanks to the organising committee.
“I found everyone particularly helpful and flexible. Highly effective organisation! So many little details
made this great including the bus pass, Maastricht as the destination in general, and the awesome
presenter gifts. :)”
"This conference was well organized and all the presentations I attended (and keynotes) were
interesting and useful.”
“The food and venue were very good. Wonderful organization - from my perspective, everything went
like clockwork!”
“I felt the venue, although excellent, was a bit too large for the numbers, but I guess that is impossible
to predict.”
“Everything went smoothly, all questions were answered, everybody was very friendly. Thanks for
everything.”
“Finding the venue on the first day was a little difficult.”
“Many thanks. You did a very good job.”
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“It was a shame that there was no reminder of the pitch elevator session for participants because I
absolutely forgot to register.”
"I find the conference well organized. Coming from a very far country, the organizers are very quick to
respond which really helped in the preparation of documents for Visa and other requirements in our
library/university.”
“During the conference, the organizers are always visible. You can ask and reach them if we have
questions. They are also very accommodating to our request."
"Unfortunately, the monitor of the ""desk/pulpit"" in the auditorium was out of order.
I would suggest to limit the time for the presenters to 25 minutes (instead of 30), so there is enough
time for switching rooms. "
"Hi, Thank you so much for organizing such a great conference. The only difficulty point that we
discussed with other colleague’s during the conference, that all the interesting workshops was put at
the same time in different rooms, it was difficult for us to attend all at the same time. I would like to
have an access to all the talks during conference from my school but every time I tried to open the
web-page link of IASL, it’s not working. Could you please help us to have a complete access to all the
workshop that we missed and conference talk? Rest everything was good and looking forward to
attend next year conference.”
“Just excellent all around!”
“I enjoyed the time to interact with others during the breaks and lunches.”
“I really enjoyed the facilities provided for the conference.”
“My 2nd only IASL. I found the venue excellent as it was so easy to move around the venue and it was
comfortable. Unfortunately the venue location is not very attractive. I was very fortunate to have the
opportunity to stay in the old centre of Maastricht and ride to the venue each day along the banks of
the Maas and use the fabulous cycle ways (oh to have the same in my home city). The bus trip to the
gala dinner was good. I think the organisers underestimated the time required for the school visits.”
"Generally very good, except there were real problems with moderators and delivery of gifts for
presenters; this made it appear less professional than it would otherwise have been. There was no
support organised for the Auction table at all and that was most unusual."
"As a presenter of a concurrent session I would have preferred to have a moderator that was more
involved. The involvement supplied consisted of holding up boards to give the time left in the session.
A brief introduction by a moderator, assistance with handouts and thanking the presenter would have
made my role as presenter as being both supported and appreciated by the conference committee.
Also I found reducing a 5,000 professional paper into a 20 minute presentation meant that I had to
skim over some parts and with others giving them a mention without qualification. However I can
appreciate with a full program (which admittedly does enrich the conference for the delegates and
enables a variety of interests to be catered for) the need for the time frame."
“This was a wonderful experience!”
“Efficient and friendly, professional and helpful.”
“De presentaties waren te snel achter elkaar, als eentje iets uitliep miste je het begin van de volgende
als je naar een ander zaaltje moest lopen.”
"Please give us 5 minutes extra time, between two presentations. Sometimes it was very difficult to
choose in the program. Too much possibilities. That's a compliment. Is it possible to repeat
presentations on another day?"
“Excellent!”
“Great thank to the organising team. They are helpful and quick response to our enquiry and problem.
Having been organising team of IASL, I do understand the great effort the team of 2015 had been put
and how exhausted whenever there are so many local and overseas emails, mails, queries to be
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handled. However, the team got the success in the organising IASL2015. I enjoyed the conference in
which I could meet old friends and make new friends. It is most important is the IASL conference
provide us the opportunity to share and exchange experience in school libraries around the world
though we might have difficulties in promoting SL and TL in our own country. Joining the conference,
we found that we are not work alone. We have support from the IASL! I would like to meet you all in
Tokyo! Before ending, I would express my gratitude to the organising team of IASL 2015
Maastricht.”
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Questions about the Program of IASL 2015
In general, how do you value the overall program of IASL 2015 on a scale 1 - 5?

In general, how do you value you the sessions of IASL 2015 on a scale from 1 - 5?

Comments on the overall program
“The visits were a little bit disappointing”.
“The visits to schools shouldn’t have happened only on the last day - because for most of the
participants was the departure day”
“There was a lot to do about information literacy, I would have liked to have also practical tips and
discussions. I think there could have been fewer sessions. The conference programme was really jampacked!”
"This was an excellent program with a varied and rich input from a wide range of presenters”
“Just one thought - I felt lunch breaks were a bit long and could have been reduced from 2 hours to 1
hour 30 mins"
"Where presenters were sharing on behalf of others, it would have been preferable for that to be made
clear, rather than having the names of all authors on the presenter line”
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“The keynote speakers were exceptional”
“Pre-conference was well worth attending”
“The presentations were practical, inspiring and the programme had a good balance"
“Expecting authors sharing eg breakfast with authors”
“too long”
“The schedule was a little hard to read and I did not understand the codes until someone pointed them
out to me”
"I think that because of too much conference had at a same time, some sections have a few audience.
Time setting for poster session was before the Gala dinner, so many people left for changing of
clothes"
“All sessions I attended were very good”
“Excellent variety; very good selection of research speakers and excellent keynotes, especially
Thursday morning”
“Many of the presenters' information was anecdotal rather than research papers. Some of the
presenters should have had more information regarding actually what their presentation was about
rather than going to a session and being disappointed”
“The workshops sometimes conflicted with other presentations, I thought it was a pity that participants
had to choose. On 2 occasions I chose badly & missed great workshops. Maybe more of the research
papers could have been available remotely with a collected session like the Poster Presentations. I
really found that session valuable”
“Too much theory. Too little practical ideas”
“Good variety and session length. Perhaps some specific discussion slots would be useful”
“Too many parallel session”
"The key note addresses were a brilliant clever mix”
“Were there more ""no-shows"" than usual? In one session only 1 of the 3 advertised speakers in fact
was there"
“Not enough research and new ideas”
“Ik ben alleen op dinsdag 30-6 geweest. En die dag vond ik wat betreft de sprekers tegenvallen.
Bovendien vond ik het niet heel erg handig dat de eindtijden ook de begintijden waren. Als er iets
uitliep was het heel storend om bij de volgende te laat naar binnen te gaan”
“Good range of topics and types of presentations”
“I think the programme of papers was unbalanced because some days there was a lot of interesting
papers at the same time and some days it was not really interesting”
“There was not much innovation, no new trends to discuss. e.g. Open Educational Resources?, filing
webcolleges etc.”
“The overall program is very interesting and full of new learnings. I find the keynote speakers very
encouraging. Wanting to do more for our library”
“Liked the research sessions”
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“I was absolutely impressed by the strict attention to the programme, where every minute counted and
everybody was always punctual. Thus the Conference went on smoothly without any delays”
“Each of the keynote addresses was thought provoking. I attended the half hour sessions which I
found thought provoking. Moving between these sessions was so easy. The majority of the sessions
began and finished on time. Having the "time paddles" was excellent. I didn't attend a longer
workshop. I know there were a couple of sessions I would have also enjoyed after talking to
colleagues, however, I was pleased with my choices”
"Lunch could be been shorter for more sightseeing at the end of the day or a school's trip could have
fitted in here"
“I enjoyed it and was stimulated by the content. I came back to work with ideas I could implement- and
have been able to do so”
“I missed the use of social media by pupils of our schools”
“Heavily based on Elementary/Primary education. Very elementary. Not enough academic punch,
except or the Keynote speakers. They were very inspirational”
“I could not attend all the presentations, because so many presentations were conducting at the same
time”
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Keynotes
In general, how do you value you the keynotes of IASL 2015 on a scale of 1 - 5?

How do you value the Keynote by Dr. Maurice de Greef on a scale of 1 - 5?

How do you value the Keynote by Dr. Matthijs Leendertse on a scale from 1 - 5?
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How do you value the Keynote by Dr. Stephen Krashen on a scale from 1 - 5?

How do you value the Keynote by Dr. Saskia Brand-Gruwel on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the Keynote by Dr. Ross Todd on a scale from 1-5?
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How do you value the Poetry Slam by Harry Baker on a scale from 1-5?

Research Papers
How do you value the overall quality of the Research Papers on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the research quality of the Research Papers on a scale from 1-5?
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Comments on the Research Papers
“No logic order. If you have interest in one particular aspect you have to go through all papers to find
the items that are relevant”
“Because I could not get to many it is wonderful to have them listed in the Booklet and papers
uploaded for future reference in due course”
“I couldn't recognize the difference of the Research Paper or the Professional Papers on the Program,
so I was not participated the sessions in recognition of these differences”
“Some are really interesting to me because it touches my own research interest. However the
schedule is sooooo stiff that I need to really choose the presentation that I wanted to attend”
“Considerable variation in quality”
“A good variety!”
“I really enjoyed Dr. Schultz-Jones' presentation/research”
“Yes some of the papers were very informative enabling us to know what is happening in other parts
of the world. I was so much impressed and gain knowledge from a research from Taiwan”
“All presenters I saw provoked thinking for me about school libraries. I know there was a range in the
quality but that actually made me more confident about trying some research”
“It is not always easy to evaluate the research quality of those themes you are insufficiently familiar
with. You can only listen highly interested”
“I love the research papers which provided me with more insight of the profession. They gave me
more information when I return home for the TL training and further investigate on how training help
TL develop in this profession”

Professional Papers
How do you value the overall quality of the Professional Papers on a scale from 1-5?
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How do you value the applicability of the Professional Papers on a scale from 1-5?

Comments on the Professional Papers
"I really enjoyed the presentations I attended and will catch up on those I didn't that interest me.
Professional papers I attended were very interesting, professionally challenging and a lot of fun!”
“Time was tight and a challenge for those presenting but just right as it allowed you to attend many
and it kept the program moving"
“Lee Fitzgerald was brilliant”
“Like the practical ideas. Practicing TL's get on with the day to day jobs”
“Some professional papers were not so really interesting (there was no deeply insight)”
"The professional papers that I attended was really great and as a presenter of a professional paper, I
think the ideas we are getting from other will help us improve and development our field of study.
On the other hand, we need to promote ourselves and our experiences to encourage more people to
attend the sessions. This is especially true for people who are not famous. But I think the challenge
will always be there and we just need a little push. Maybe the organizers can help on this matter."
“Applicability could be discussed better if there would be more interaction with all kind of 'players' in
the school field. Librarians alone cannot make it”
“Catered for particular age groups only. Many excluded”
“I do appreciate those who tried every effort in presenting their paper in English. It's really a hard task
for those speakers whose native language is not English. Thanks to their wonderful preparation”
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Workshops
How do you value the overall quality of the Workshops on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the applicability of the Workshops on a scale from 1-5?

Comments on the Workshops
"I only had the opportunity to attend to one workshop"
"In my case, in the first 20-30 minutes some work (ex.sharing each opinions), then it was the rest of
time lecture. It is different from what I had been expected".
"The conflict in programming times was a shame for me”.
“The workshops need to be active for participants”.
“I attended one of the workshops and I found it useful in rating a paper. However, I am not sure if I can
apply it in our university. Maybe I need to learn more about it before I can recommend it”.
“I would like to suggest for more workshops for next year if possible. Thanks”.
“Didn't attend any of the workshops”.
“I took part in just one workshop, it is difficult to value all”.
“WS095 was NOT a workshop”.
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Posters
How do you value the overall quality of the Posters on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the Poster elevator pitch session on a scale from 1-5?

Comments on the Posters
“This is probably something that needed (for me) a bit more explanation in the days before the pitch
session, since it is not common to the conferences that I attend”
“Not all posters presenters in the stage to present theirs, just wondering why”
“The pitch session was great. allowed you to identify the poster creators and I thought it was affirming
for them to recognized on the stage as often they are anonymous at big conferences”
“What are posters?”
“Perhaps locating them where coffee was served would have helped”
“All poster presenters were not called the elevator pitch session. Didn't spend time on them I must
admit”
“It's a shame that the poster elevator pitch session was not reminded during the week for the
participants because I completely forgot to give my poster”
“When i visited some of the posters the presenters are not there and thus nobody explained the
posters. Sometimes you will only get the gist of the presentations if someone explains it. For a poster,
the viewers must get the substance of the presentation visually”
“Posters didn't get much attention, downstairs”
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“Didn't attend the pitch....must of missed it somehow. Though I did happen to speak with some of the
"poster people" just while mingling”
“The elevator pitch session and the presentations of the poster were scheduled late in the afternoon,
what made that this part of the programme did not receive much interest”
"The 1 minute Poster pitch session should have been done earlier in the conference.
Then we all would have been exposed to additional names and faces, and through incidental meetings
been able to strike up conversation with the poster presenters"

Questions on Social Events
How do you value the Welcome Reception on Monday in the Bookshop Dominicanen on a scale from
1-5?

How do you value the Gala Dinner on Wednesday in Chateau Neercanne on a scale from 1-5?
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How do you value the School and Library Visits on a scale from 1-5?

Comments on the Events
“Chateau Neercanne was a beautiful place, but my white wine wasn't cold! And I found the dinner not
that special either. I expected more”
"All these were excellent and a part of IASL Conferences I especially love. The Bookshop was
amazing and I went back twice on my own later in the week. The Gala Dinner was well organised,
delicious food and an excellent cultural venue. A few more seats for sitting through the meal would
have been good. Dancing was fun! Thanks for letting us off in town on the way back. Much
appreciated.
Loved the public and school library visits. This was well organised and very interesting. Great idea to
provide a packed lunch to save time. Would have liked an optional cruise down the river, city walking
tour or St Pieter Caves tour as part of the conference but did all these on my own anyway so not a
problem"
“Not joining the school visits”
“The reception and dinner were outstanding venues and experiences. I feel so lucky to have been to
these places!”
“Persons in charge were really kind and warm welcome in each place(the school and library visit)”
"Welcome reception. Very bad experience I had faced in my lifetime"
“I loved the venue for the Conference Dinner but seating was at a minimum. It is very difficult as you
get older to hold a drink and plate and eat at the same time. Great idea for the buffet and the food
was excellent, but some more tables and chairs would have been ideal!”
“The locations were excellent and the hosting magnificent”.
“I think it was a short school and library visits and the time (12-14) was not really a good schedule”
"Oh I love all of these activities. The places are really beautiful especially the Chateau Neercanne,
then the Bookshop. Bu I also learn a lot about the school and library visits”
“The activities also gave me an opportunity to have personal chats with participants, was able to
mingle with new colleagues, exchange email addresses and learn how our interest meet/differ and our
own cultures"
"The bookshop just fabulous.... And I bought books and have a lovely photo with big Miffy!
Dinner venue just fabulous. A great sense of drama. The wait staff were very good at providing me
with vegetarian food where ever I was located!
Seeing the full moon over the valley from the chateau grounds was beautiful and here I am seeing the
full moon again....a blue moon month!
The visits too rushed. Also resulted in distracting in the final session."
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“I would love to have attended these. Attending these meant I'd need to stay another night in
Maastricht which I couldn’t justify. I wish they could have been slotted in to the generous lunch times
or other time rather than at the end and given my priority.
Other than rushed for time, but there was no getting around that - and our bus host and driver did a
great job at catching us up”

Questions on the Information Market
How do you value in general, the Information Market on the Trajectum on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the space for the Information Market on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the number of exhibitors in the Information Market on a scale from 1-5?
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How do you value the Exchange Library in the Information Market on a scale from 1-5?

How do you value the “Recharge yourself and your battery” area on a scale from 1-5?

Comments on the Information Market
“Having coffee & lunch in the Trajectum with plenty of space to move around and visit the exhibitors
was wonderful”.
“All good”.
“I was not aware of the 'recharge' area even though I tried to know about all that was going on - more
publicity?”
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“I think it is hard to get exhibitors relevant to everyone at the conference as it is such an international
crowd, but it would have been nice to have some more global vendors”.
“Very well organized”.
“Very interesting Information Market”.
“I like the location of the information market because it gives me a breather in between sessions. It
was very accessible. Though some are not applicable in my own country or my library it is good to
know that they are supporting the library/library profession. I also love their product give a ways”.
“I liked the welcome and hospitality shown and the networking”.
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Final Questions
Did the IASL 2015 conference fulfil your expectations on a scale from 1-5?

What is the most important (information, insights, friendships et all) that you have brought home with
you after the conference?

Comments on the fulfilment of expectations
“More (simultaneous) sessions would have been good - but you can only work with what you've got”.
“I absolutely adored the opening of the conference --- innovative and FUN!”
“I thoroughly enjoyed the conference in Maastricht. Thank you so much to Lourense, the organising
committee and the IASL Board for all the effort and many hours put into preparing and organising such
an excellent event. I have very special memories of my time in Maastricht and The Netherlands. Many
new friendships were formed, old friendships were renewed, much insight gained and rich professional
dialogue took place and continues to do so. It was an absolute privilege to present a professional
paper on behalf of my school and I will certainly be sharing new knowledge, insights and experiences
with others back here in Australia. Thank you for a very special time”.
“I find the IASL variable depending on organising group and a range of other factors. This conference
exceeded my general expectations for an IASL conference”.
“Exceeded! I was so pleased with this conference. Thank you!”
“The conference was very well organised. Congratulations on the team, everything fell into place
perfectly”.
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“I valued being able to update myself on current research. I appreciated the opportunity to co-present
a workshop with my super colleague George. I valued making contacts & new friends”.
"I liked the practical ideal, solutions. I didn't like very much the theoretical approach towards
information literacy. I’ve attended quite a few scientific presentations with statistics and all that and
learned nothing there. Another thing I don’t understand: if we agree that pupils would-be rather learn
from each other, why don't we let them learn information skills FROM EACH OTHER? In a class there
are always Some children who are better al IL skills than other pupils. Show that to them...And another
thing. D'r Todd mentioned also that pupils should be taught About THE digital bubble they create for
themselves, so they know how information gets to them in a distorted way. To me that means that we
should tell students more About THE way Society is developing digitally. I think most school librarians
in Holland have a scope that is too narrow, they have too little to offer for education and understand
that they get fired or won't be replaced. I regret no initiatives to do something About iT were shown”.
"It was a good, interesting conference. Slightly disappointing about the number of people who
attended, but that is out of the control of organisers, though the timing meant that a good number of
Australian librarians could attend, and of course it was good to talk with many Dutch librarians. Good
to have the conference in a central European venue.”
“Overall, I appreciated the different keynotes - not the usual range of speakers at LIS conferences, on
the whole, so provided a very different and valuable perspective"
"I don't think it was a good idea to leave the school visits to the last day, because some people, like
me, were not able to attend them due to flight times”
“I expected to have the final certificate and link to papers and presentations already available by now
(end July). It's taking too long and interest decreases with the passing of time"
“I loved having the conference in The Netherlands. The conference was well-organized”.
“Zie eerder commentaar. Met deze toevoeging: Wij leren de leerlingen altijd dat er op een ppt niet te
veel moet staan van wat je wilt vertellen alleen maar hoofdpunten. Nu deze regel werd op 1 na bij alle
lezingen die ik heb gevolgd niet nagekomen. Je kon gewoon de hele tekst meelezen op het scherm.
Bij de Braziliaanse trouwens wel weer handig, want die verstond ik dus echt niet. Ze keek ook niet of
nauwelijks de zaal in”.
“On the overall it was very well organized”.
“Yes first and foremost it gave me an opportunity to share my experience through the presentation.
Secondly, I value the learning I got from the keynote messages to the sessions and poster
presentations. Third, the ability to meet in person and being able to talk with new and old friends. Like
what others say...just going out of our libraries enable us to see new perspective”.
"I expected more participants at the conference and more information at the information market.
The location was perfect, perhaps too big for this event. "
“Number of participants was very low”.
“Thank you for organizing such a great conference for the school librarians, I am very delighted to be
part of IASL and I believe this is the perfect place to share our ideas and create dynamic Knowledge
Center”.
“Extremely fulfilled my expectations. The networking and sharing of knowledge was overwhelming to
me. Since it was my first international conference I gained a lot of from one on one discussions and
opened me to the world of professional librarians worldwide”.
“I am sorry that I haven't been able to take advantage of previous conferences. I intend to attend the
conference in Japan in 2016. I believe there is a critical situation with libraries in schools.....the powers
that be are dismissive of the importance of school libraries and the role of teacher- librarians”.
“The lack of participants of the Flemish colleagues was astonishing”.
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“I hoped to learn more and to meet more colleagues, have more discussions about subjects I am
interested in”.
“Exceeded expectations. Accommodation was excellent and travelling to conference arrangements
worked really well for me”.
“More than fulfilled my expectations - I have now joined IASL”.
“In most of the workshops and presentations I attended I heard or learned something new”.
“Great opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with old and new colleagues. You learn a great deal
during that time. Inspirational”.
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